Results/Data

- After the completion of the pool testing, despite being comfortable within the pool environment, participants were only able to form a weak cognitive map.
- These results led us to continue testing to determine time it take a single person to create a strong cognitive map.
- Determined that using a vibrating device leads to improved cognitive spatial mapping abilities.
- Results vary on an individual basis.

Future Work

- Conduct significant amounts of testing in order to determine the range of laps required to form a strong cognitive map
- Incorporate the BVI community into pool testing
- Continue contact with BVI community
- Integrate updated survey onto website

Website

- Designed to be compatible with screen reader software used in the BVI community
- Explains the history and future of IPRO 310
- Updated survey available on the website in cooperation with The Chicago Lighthouse
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Statistics

- 1.8 million people with blind condition in the US (US Census)
- 7.8 million people with blind and visually impaired (BVI) condition in the US (US Census)
- Up to 80% abandonment rate of assistive technology (Michigan Dept of Education)

Mission Statement

Our mission is to develop, test, and implement assistive technology with the community that promotes safety and improves independence of blind and visually impaired (BVI) swimmers.

Research

- Mobility Training (current methods for cane training, dog training, etc.)
- Spatial Mapping (creating a model, )
- Communication Methods (tactile feedback, audio feedback, verbal feedback)

Methodology

The Communication team developed a protocol using research and subject matter experts. Two BUOY participants were used within the pilot testing to modify the initial protocol.

The training protocol that was developed:
1. The subject enters the pool.
2. Subject walks two laps around the pool with assistance.
3. Subject is asked if they are comfortable to proceed with testing.
   A.) f comfortable, proceed to step 4.
   B.) If uncomfortable, subject returns to step 2.
4. Test Phase #1
   A.) If pass, subject proceeds to step 5.
   B.) IF fail, subject returns to step 2.
5. Subject is allowed to walk freely within the test perimeter.
6. Test Phase #2.
   A.) If pass, subject proceeds to step 7.
   B.) If fail, subject returns to step 2.
7. Subject is allowed to swim freely within the test perimeter.
8. Test Phase #3.
   A.) If pass, subject proceeds to step 9.
   B.) If fail, subject returns to step 2.
9. Subject exits the pool with the assistance of the guide.

This second protocol was tested with two volunteers at the Illinois Institute of Technology. This provided the Communication team with initial results. These initial results led us to believe that a longer period of time with a single subject will be necessary to create a strong cognitive map.

Testing

- Subjects: 6
- Gender: 4 male, 2 female
- Age Range: 18-24
- Testing was performed in Keating Pool and in the basement of the Herman Hall